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Welcome to the Cards!

Our goal was to create a toolkit for design 
and engineering teams that is responsive to 
intersectional needs and perspectives.

The Intersectional Design Cards are 
designed to help teams explore and 
develop intersectional design solutions.



Each deck includes:

● A Guide Booklet

● Set of 12 
Intersectional Factor 
Definition Cards

● Set of 12 Design 
Question Cards

● Set of 16 Case Study 
Cards



Why use these cards?

The cards were designed to help people and teams:

✓ Navigate assumptions and biases to avoid 
designing to stereotypes.

✓ Integrate intersectional design thinking into 
your design work - from the beginning.

✓ Course correct.

✓ Identify new markets and business 
opportunities.

✓ Build an equitable, sustainable, 
and just society.



This work evolved out of an ongoing collaboration by an interdisciplinary team of 
researchers, designers, and practitioners, who conduct research, hold workshops, and 
teach classes at Stanford University’s Hasso Plattner Institute of Design, the d.school. 



Prototyping

The cards were prototyped 
for over a year, and included 
feedback from fellow 
educators, students, and 
industry experts.



What is design? What is intersectional design?What is intersectionality?

Designed for use with designers and non-designers 
alike, the deck begins with a set of definitions:





What are intersectional 
design factors?

Since 1989, intersectionality has broadened from gender and race, 
to describe multiple intersecting factors emerging from structural 
advantages and disadvantages in society. Intersecting factors may 
include age, social and economic status, educational background, 
geographical location, etc. that interact to shape a person’s or a 
group’s experience and social opportunities.

Our design case studies include—but are not limited to—the 
twelve intersecting factors, listed at left.

Other factors may include appearance, language, political 
ideology, religion, immigration status, work background, 
Indigeneity, physical and mental health, and more. 



Example of 
Intersectional 
Factor 
Definition 
Cards



Customization

The deck was created to  
adapt, with room for 
organizations and individuals 
to add factors that are 
relevant to their work. 



What is 
intersectional design?

Intersectional Design drives innovation 
while supporting social justice and 
environmental sustainability. It’s about 
getting the design right for people across 
all of society—from the very beginning.



How do we define design? 

Today, we recognize that design encompasses many different 
things. Take, for example, the smart phone. Design might mean the 
look and feel of the device in your hand; the experience of video 
chatting or using a virtual assistant; the network of hardware and 
software that the device connects to; and/or the cultural trends 
that emerge through using the device in new and unforeseen 
ways.

01 Form & Function

The look and feel of a design, its physical qualities and characteristics; 
and the impact of its materials and production on the environment.

02 Experiences  & Services

User/customer experience, brand interaction, business 
models, strategies, and design decision-making.

03 Systems & Infrastructures

Systems thinking, sustainability, interdisciplinarity, 
networks, and databases.

04 Paradigms & Purpose

Conceptual frameworks, models, worldviews, major cultural 
themes, archetypes, ideologies, and mindsets.

Question Index Card

There are 4 question cards 
pertaining to each level.



Example of 
Question Cards 



The deck is organized into three sets:



01 Form & Function
Example Design Levels, Case Studies, and Questions



02 Experiences & Services
Example Design Levels, Case Studies, and Questions



03 Systems & Infrastructures
Example Design Levels, Case Studies, and Questions



04 Paradigms & Purpose
Example Design Levels, Case Studies, and Questions



We purposefully designed the deck 
to be used in multiple ways. 
Each person or team may have a different goal for using the deck. 
To get you started, we suggest three ways to use the cards:



The cards are 
designed to 
visually connect 
with one 
another.

Teams can visualize the 
intersections between factors 
and answer questions pertaining 
to their products and 
services—or practice by 
analyzing the case studies.



Cards in Action

The cards, published in 
November 2021 and 
distributed by Stanford 
University Press, have been 
prototyped with students 
and start-up teams, 
presented at several 
conferences, and reviewed 
by industry professionals 
and academics.

Future workshops are 
planned with the Green 
Library at Stanford as well 
as several Silicon Valley 
tech companies.

Workshops with the Innovations in 
Inclusive Design d.school class

Workshop with Vinnova, 
the Swedish Innovation Agency



Free Access 
Online

In addition to the physical 
deck, all of the case studies 
and questions are available 
online for free in order to 
reach as many people, 
organizations, and 
institutions as possible.

Accompanying website and digital version of the cards: https://intersectionaldesign.com/

https://intersectionaldesign.com/


Thank you, Core77!




